4 Awesome Curtain Decor Ideas You Cannot Resist
Picking the right curtains definitely works for making your decor kicking-ass. Here is our
recommendation on curtain decor ideas you can steal.

Great home decor works well with the combination of amazing furniture, and awesome
curtain decor would certainly enhance the space ambiance. It’s never wrong to have as
much inspiration as possible for your curtain decor ideas. You’ll see how amazing curtain
decor would bring your room look into another level. The key is to stay dated to the current
style of room decor and to be unique for making your curtain decor ideas happen.
Get inspired with our list below on amazing curtain decor ideas you’ll love.

Soft Palettes
Staying basic still becomes many people’s favorite pick, so it’s always safe to go basic on
decor upgrade. Pick your curtain colors in soft palettes, like warm white or pale grey. You
can choose the materials that’ll fit your home decor design. Plain basic warm white or pale
grey would definitely work if you’re currently into minimalist hype.

Technicolor Geometrics
Curtain decor ideas always come with creativity experiments, and many people are
absolutely still in love with Art Deco home decor. For those who are into this home design,
go for technicolor geometrics curtains. It’s brilliant how the contemporary Art Deco
furniture can work in balance with the artsy geometrical curtains in fabulously chic colors.

Bold Color
Bold color adds a powerful statement and sophistication to your space. You can opt for
bright yellow to showcase the spirit of joy in your room. Bright red could certainly be

strong to steal your space’s focal point, while lime green could surprisingly breathe
refreshment to your design.

Patterned Curtains
Patterned curtains never fail to display classy sensation to your home decor. It’s brilliant
how the antique patterns would spark the dynamic hues into your space. You can simply
pick a white curtain base with blue Moroccan patterns that’ll work for your sophisticated
furniture on your reclaimed wood flooring.
Hopefully the above inspiration for amazing curtain decor ideas would share insight to
you. Go for it!

